Twitter Is Willing to Give
Trump’s Private Messages to
DOJ Without a Warrant
James O’Keefe of Project Veritas reveals that Twitter is ready
to hand over President Trump’s private messages to the Justice
Department. O’Keefe obtained undercover video of Twitter
engineer, Clay Haynes, saying “We’re more than happy to help
the DOJ with their little investigation.” Haynes says he is a
“bleeding-heart liberal’, hates Trump, and that this attitude
‘comes with the territory”. He describes in chilling detail
just how much information Twitter gathers on literally
everyone – including deleted messages. He says that what they
do is ‘very Big-Brotherish.” -GEG

Early Wednesday morning, James O’Keefe revealed
Twitter is willing to hand over President Trump’s
private messages to the Justice Department without
a search warrant.
A Twitter spokesman responded to O’Keefe’s video later
Wednesday afternoon in a statement to International Business
Times.
The undercover Project Veritas video shows Twitter engineer
Clay Haynes Saying “We’re more than happy to help the DOJ with
their little investigation”
James O’Keefe even put a disguise on and had dinner at

Morton’s steakhouse with the Twitter employee, Clay Haynes.
The statement from Twitter spox is as follows:
“The individual depicted in this video was speaking in a
personal capacity and does not represent or speak for
Twitter. Twitter only responds to valid legal requests, and
does not share any user information with law enforcement
without such a request.
“We deplore the deceptive and underhanded tactics by which
this footage was obtained and selectively edited to fit a
pre-determined narrative. Twitter is committed to enforcing
our rules without bias and empowering every voice on our
platform, in accordance with the Twitter Rules.”
James O’Keefe responded by blasting Twitter, “UPDATE: Notice
how the official Twitter statement does not address the
subpoena/investigation at all. @jack, your users ought to
know- would you give private information to DOJ w/out letting
them know?”
UPDATE: Notice how the official Twitter statement does not
address the subpoena/investigation at all. @jack, your users
ought to know- would you give private information to DOJ
w/out letting them know?
STATEMENT: https://t.co/r3AbE6odEc
— James O’Keefe (@JamesOKeefeIII) January 10, 2018
O’Keefe went after Jack Dorsey again, “What’s interesting
about @jack statement is that he Doesn’t deny his what his
Senior Networking engineer said into our hidden cameras. in
fact, he seems to confirm he said what he said.”
What’s interesting about @jack statement is that he Doesn’t
deny his what his Senior Networking engineer said into our

hidden cameras. in fact, he seems to confirm he said what he
said. pic.twitter.com/xf1ZerG0qN
— James O’Keefe (@JamesOKeefeIII) January 10, 2018
Read full article here…

California
Judge
Effort to End DACA

Blocks

After Trump’s televised meeting on the Deferred Action for
Childhood Arrivals DACA program, a federal judge in California
blocked the Trump administration from rescinding it in March.
The judge ruled that deportation protections must remain in
place until legal challenges work their way through the court
system. [There is a lot of uncertainty in the wake of Trumps
reversal of position, but one thing is clear; Immigration
reform is now an empty phrase.] -GEG

Leaked Memo: Dreamers Are
“Critical”
to
“Future
Electoral
Success”
of
Democrats
The Center for American Progress Action Fund, founded by
Clinton operative, John Podesta, sent out a memo from the
president of the organization, Jennifer Palmieri, stating that
DACA is key to getting votes for Democrats. The memo reads,
“If Democrats don’t try to do everything in their power to
defend Dreamers, that will jeopardize Democrats’ electoral
chances in 2018 and beyond.” [President Trump knows this
better than most and, by supporting DACA, has knowingly handed
the Democrats a powerful advantage in future elections.] -GEG
The Center For American Progress (CAP) Action Fund circulated
a memo on Monday calling illegal immigrants brought here at a
young age — so-called “Dreamers” — a “critical component of
the Democratic Party’s future electoral success.”
The memo, co-authored by former Clinton communications
director Jennifer Palmieri, was sent around to allies calling
on Democrats to “refuse to offer any votes for Republican
spending bills that do not offer a fix for Dreamers and
instead appropriate funds to deport them.”
President Donald Trump’s administration moved to end the
Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) policy in

September, which former President Barack Obama instituted
through executive order to keep immigrants who came here as
children from being deported.
Trump called on Congress to find a legislative fix for young
immigrants, or “Dreamers,” facing deportation. House lawmakers
recently put forward a bipartisan DACA compromise bill that
also claims to address worries over chain migration. However,
it’s unclear if the bill will pass.
CAP Action’s memo says protecting DACA is not only a “moral
imperative” for Democrats, it also key to getting votes.
“The fight to protect Dreamers is not only a moral imperative,
it is also a critical component of the Democratic Party’s
future electoral success,” reads Palmieri’s memo, obtained by
The Daily Caller News Foundation.
“If Democrats don’t try to do everything in their power to
defend Dreamers, that will jeopardize Democrats’ electoral
chances in 2018 and beyond,” reads the memo. “In short, the
next few weeks will tell us a lot about the Democratic Party
and its long-term electoral prospects.”
Read full article here…

Trump Breaks Campaign Promise
on Immigration, Promises to
Pass Any DACA Bill Drafted by
Those
Who
Opposed
His
Campaign
Tucker Carlson criticizes President Trump for failing to use
his negotiation skills in a meeting at the White House with
establishment lawmakers over the Deferred Action for Childhood
Arrivals program. DACA allows 700,000 people to stay in the US
who were brought in illegally when they were children. Trump
now says he will accept any bill that Congress presents to
him, which is a total abandonment of his promises to end DACA,
stop chain migration, and build the wall. [Those who voted for
him because of these promises have been betrayed again.] -GEG

